
Mounting instructions

4eBin™

High visibility and 
easy maintenance



X-BAR SDA4e
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IInntteerrnnaall  
Installation options – on Cross Bars 

11..  Install the X-bar  at the 
desired height. 

22..  Place the metal holder 
on the X-bar in the 
desired position.  

 

 

33aa.. If you install Swing 
down arms – in addition 
you have to fix the screw 
that locks the holder onto 
the X-bar. This is a safety 
feature to prevent 
accidents when the arm 
is in its remerchandising 
(down) position. 

33..  Hang the Gravity Bins 
onto the X-bar metal 
holder. 
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Installation

Place the swing down arm on the crossbarin 
the desired position. 
Turn the screw 90° in a safe mode, 
just to avoid the holder falling.

Hang the gravity bins onto the metal holder 
and fix the screws that lock completely the holder 
onto the crossbar.

4eBin™ has two positions: dispensing and refilling. 

When refilling the bin the 4eBin™ can be moved 90° 
down enabling easy refill without removing the bin 
from the shelf.

On crossbar with swing down arms:
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4eBin™ and 3eBin™ are compatible 
with both SDA4e and SDA.

Installing swing down arms is the prefered 
option for rows higher than 1,60 m.



FLEX-BAR XH4e
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Place the metal holder on the crossbar 
in the desired position.

Hang the gravity bins onto the metal holder.

On crossbar with holder:

Installation

  1

  1
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On shelf with foot:

Fix the BBR profile onto the shelf at the right 
depth (put 1 foot at each shelf end as help). 
Mount the bin to GB Foot.

Angle bin slightly when inserting it into the profile. 
Push it into the desired position and the bin and 
the foot will be locked in place.

  1

    2

   3

BBR  1 GB FOOT-    2

4eBin™ and 3eBin™ are both 
compatible with GB FOOT.
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4eBin™ and 3eBin™ are fully compatible 
with both XH4e and XH.
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Remerchandising

Flow control

First in, first out

• The opening of the shutter can be set in 
   three (3) different positions, minimum, medium 
   and maximum flow 
• Default setting is the minimum flow 
• Adjust the flow by moving the metal pin 
   to the desired position

Determine the flow of merchandise

Metal pin

  1

Remerchandising is done through the top lid. 
The lid can be fully removed or just opened. 
Remerchandising for gravity bins is greatly 
facilitated by the use of swing down arms. 
Another option for remerchandising is to remove 
the bin from the racking and use the refilling trolley.

  1
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     3
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Label holder 
exchangeable
Label easily removed 
from the pocket.

Category frames, printable 
signs and decorative frames
Easily clicked on to fixing points 
on the front sides.
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Price communication
Holder for ESL carrier profile

  4

To mount an ESL label, you need a holder 
with a carrier profile.

Insert the ESL label into the carrier profile.

Fix the ESL carrier profile to the GB4e-
ESLH holder.

Click-on the GB4e-ESLH holder to the bin front.

  1
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     3
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Holder for 
papel label
One label holder is 
included with the bin. 
Additional label holders 
can be mounted.
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Packaging-free merchandising
creates differentiation

Scan to read more and  
watch product video!

HL DISPLAY AB 
Cylindervägen 18  Box 1118 
131 26 Nacka Strand, Sweden

Tel +46 8 683 73 00 www.hl-display.com 
info@hl-display.com


